Colton has $15.00 to spend. He is looking for a birthday present for his 4-year-old nephew. His nephew loves animals because his parents take him to zoos and parks often. Colton does not want to worry about batteries, so he would prefer a toy that does not require them.
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Learning Lion

Price: $20.00
Soft and huggable lion is a fun first friend
Over 20 tunes, bilingual sing-along songs and phrases in English and Spanish
Appropriate for ages 18-48 months
Teaches ABCs, 123s, colors, shapes and parts of the body
Requires 2 AAA batteries
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My First Thomas & Friends: Thomas Stack-a-Track

Price: $10.00
Includes stacking frame for engine and 6 pieces that can be stacked to build Thomas
Appropriate for ages 2-4 years
Pieces are numbered 1 through 5 and decorated with popular Thomas & Friends characters
Stacking frame has rolling wheels for push-along play
Batteries not required
5 pieces can be connected to form railway tracks
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Brilliant Basics: Lil’ Snoopy

Price: $12.00
Approx. 6” H x 6¾” L x 4¼” W
Appropriate for ages 12-36 months
The perfect first puppy for little walkers
Lil Snoopy’s head turns and ears wiggle while in motion
No batteries required
Helps develop fine and gross motor skills as well as the power of imaginative play
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Laugh & Learn: Kick & Learn Soccer Ball

Price: $13.99
Press, shake or roll for playful songs and sounds
Teaches numbers, counting, colors, opposites, sportsmanship and more
3 interactive play modes: learning, music and imagination
Appropriate for ages 3-36 months
Requires 3 AA batteries (not included)
Machine washable (with electronics removed)
Power/volume control for quiet play